Introduction: The present study was conducted with the aim of investigating the efficacy of eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) on the quality of life (QOL) in patients with major depressive disorder (MDD). Methods: This is a randomized clinical trial study that investigated the efficacy of EMDR on the QOL in patients with MDD. In this study, all patients suffered from psychological trauma were currently in a major depressive episode and had a history of depression. 70 patients with MDD were selected through convenience sampling. Patients were then assigned to two groups of intervention and control (35 patients in each group). The assignment was performed randomly. For the intervention group, EMDR were performed in eight 90 mins sessions over 3 weeks. For the control group, no intervention was considered. Data on the QOL were collected using the WHO Quality of Life-BREF instrument before and after the treatment, and analysed using descriptive tests, paired t-test, independent t-test, and chi-square with SPSS v19. Results: This study showed that the QOL in all its domains (physical health, psychological health, social relationships and environments) was significantly improved in patients with MDD in the intervention group after 8 sessions of EMDR. The post-treatment effect for the EMDR condition was 2.11, with a confidence interval of 1.3 to 2.7. Another finding of this study was that there was a statistically significant difference in the QOL scores in patients in the control group before and after the treatment; however, the mean difference in the intervention group was more than the control. Conclusion: The results of this study showed that EMDR were effective on the QOL in patients with major depressive disorder, and improved individuals' QOL and all its domains. Treatment team members may use this technique as an effective and supportive one to improve the QOL in patients.
Introduction
Major depressive disorder is a debilitating disease characterized by symptoms including low mood, sadness, loss of interest, low energy, guilt, worthlessness, changes in appetite and sleep patterns, inability to concentrate, and poor quality of life. 1 The prevalence of major depressive disorder throughout the world is generally estimated at 3% to 6%, 2, 3 and the prevalence of this disorder in Iran is reported to range from 5.69% to 73.3%.
Depression is a strong predictor of impaired quality of life in adults. 5, 6 The results of previous studies suggested that even mild levels of depression are associated with a significant decrease in quality of life in adults. 7 Several studies have also confirmed that major depressive disorder results in impaired quality of life in depressed patients. 8 Depressed people have poorer quality of life due to the distresses resulting from negative thoughts and low mood. 9 As an important factor, depression can have negative influences on individuals' quality of life. 10, 11 Measuring the quality of life in depressed patients is considered a criterion for the efficacy of treatment or relapse of the disorder. 12 World Health Organization defines quality of life as an individual's perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and value systems in which they live. Accordingly, individual's goals, expectations, standards, and desires are greatly influenced by his/her physical and psychological status, independence, social relationships, and beliefs 13 . In one study by Sobocki et al on the quality of life in patients with major depressive disorder, the results showed that it improved by 40% after recovery.
14 For depression, both pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments were used. Although drug therapy applies for all of the patients, about 20% of patients do not follow it, and some patients, who start it, do not complete the treatment. 15 Many antidepressants are currently available in the market. In recent years, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) have been the first-line therapy for these disorders. 16 These drugs are associated with side effects that increase suicidal thoughts and behaviors, and symptoms are likely to return after withdrawal. Thus, the US Food and Drug Administration has warned physicians about the side effects. 17 They emphasize on the use of inexpensive, and non-invasive methods. Some studies suggested that patients prefer psychotherapy, cognitive therapy, and behavior therapy over drug therapy. 18, 19 One of the new techniques is the eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR), in which the therapist asks the patient to recall disturbing memories as they move their eyes, and as a result, the level of arousal is reduced and thoughts are reorganized. 4 EMDR therapy is an empirically validated trauma intervention which can be effective in treating psychological trauma. 4 The results of Gauhar YW (2016) study on the efficacy of EMDR in the treatment of depression showed that this technique was effective in treating depressive symptoms in patients with major depressive disorder, and improved their quality of life and unpleasant thoughts. 20 Another study was conducted by Salehian et al (2016) that investigated the efficacy of EMDR on the quality of life in patients with myocardial infarction. For the intervention group, the technique was performed in five 90 mins sessions over 2 weeks. The results showed that the quality of life in all its domains was significantly improved in patients in the intervention group compared to the control (p= 0.001). 21 Since the treatment of depression has been associated with improved quality of life in these patients, special attention needs to be paid to individuals' psychological health and appropriate therapeutic measures. 22 Therefore, most patients with major depressive disorder have low quality of life, which may delay the return to work and lower the quality of life. However, and treatment of depression and improvement in the quality of life will accelerate recovery, increase life expectancy and reduce economic burden.
Depression affects individuals' quality of life, and the results of previous studies have confirmed the inverse relationship between depression and the quality of life. Since EMDR is considered an effective therapeutic technique, its effects on the quality of life have not been comprehensively studied. Therefore, the present study was conducted with the aim of investigating the efficacy of EMDR on the quality of life in patients with major depressive disorder.
Methods
The study population of this randomized controlled trial includes all patients with MDD referring to a hospital in Yasuj City. This is a randomized clinical trial study conducted at Shahid Rajaee Neurology Hospital in Yasuj, in 2018 ( Figure 1 : consort flow chart). The study was conducted after obtaining the written informed consent and permission from the Ethics Committee of Yasuj University of Medical Sciences (ethics code: ir.yums.rec.1397.074), and giving full explanation to participants on patient confidentiality and EMDR acceptance and this study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and The researcher assured all the study participants that they were free to withdraw from the study at any stage.
They participated in this study voluntarily and were selected from those with major depressive disorder as diagnosed by a psychiatrist (based on DSM-5 criteria), through convenience sampling. All patients suffered from psychological trauma were currently in a major depressive episode and had a history of depression.
Patients were divided into two groups according to the variables of age, sex, education and type of drug used, and they were then assigned to two groups of intervention and control (35 patients in intervention group, and 35 in the control one) according to random number table (couple or person on the right of the case number).
To determine the sample size, the sample size formula was used to test the difference between the following two means.
Considering the above, the estimated sample size was 35 patients in each group. Patients who had major depressive disorder according to DSM-5 criteria had the ability to read and write, and had no visual disorders, and those whose quality of life score was below the average were included in the study. Exclusion criteria comprised of patients' not completing the treatment, lack of cooperation with the researcher, being transferred to another hospital, and being absent in the treatment sessions. Data collection was performed through a checklist for demographic information and a questionnaire on the quality of life questionnaire. The demographic information checklist was comprised of items about patients' age, sex, education, economic status, marital status, and occupation that was designed by the researcher. Data on the quality of life were collected using the WHO Quality of Life-BREF instrument. This instrument was comprised of 26 items, which measure the following broad domains: physical health, psychological health, social relationships, and environment. Higher score indicates better quality of life, and the reliability of the instrument is 92% and its validity is 86%.
The patients' demographic information checklist was completed by the researcher in the first session in two groups. The therapeutic technique was performed by experienced researcher in field of EMDR for each patient in the intervention group individually every other day, over a period of 3 weeks for 8 sessions of 90 mins (According to the protocol, EMDR shows its positive effect through 1 session to 6 sessions). In the first and last sessions of the intervention, the quality of life questionnaire was completed by an independent researcher who was blind to treatment assessment.
All patients in the intervention group were treated with EMDR and there was no dropout during the intervention.
For the control group, no intervention was considered, and only their quality of life in its different domains was measured at the first session and at the end of the third week. All patients were treated with antidepressants such as Fluoxetine, Amitriptyline and Maprotiline. After completing the research process and data collection, data were entered into SPSS v19 for data analysis. Descriptive statistics demonstrated demographic variables, and chi-square test, paired t-test, independent t-test and Logistic Regression were run to compare data.
Results
A total of 70 patients participated in this study, 35 of whom were in the intervention group and 35 in the control group. Patients' mean age in the intervention group was 35.94±12.29 and in control group, it was 36.51±11.07. According to the results of independent t-test, there was no significant difference between the two groups. Table 1 shows the distribution of possible confounding variables, namely sex, marital status, residence, education, occupation and economic status in the two groups of intervention and control. As can be seen, the distribution of the mentioned variables was not significantly different between the two groups (p> 0.05). Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation of the quality of life scores in all its domains (physical health, psychological health, social relationships and environments) in the two groups of intervention and control. As can be seen, no significant difference was observed between the two groups before the intervention regarding the mean score of the quality of life. However, the difference between the two groups was statistically significant after the intervention. The results of paired t-test also showed that the quality of life scores in all its domains were significantly increased in both groups after the intervention. However, the mean difference in the intervention group was significantly greater than the control group. The post-treatment effect for the EMDR condition was 2.11, with a confidence interval of 1.3 to 2.7. The largest increase occurred in the domains of physical and psychological health, and the lowest in the environment. Table 3 shows that the chances of elevating the quality of life after intervention in the intervention group were higher in all dimensions and the overall score than the control group.
Overall, the chances of improving the quality of life in the intervention group were 20%, 27%, 11%, 20%, and 47% more than the control in physical, psychological, social environment and overall score, respectively.
Discussion
The present study was conducted with the aim of investigating the efficacy of EMDRon the quality of life in patients with major depressive disorder.
The results of this study showed that the quality of life in all its domains (physical health, psychological health, social relationships and environments) was significantly improved in patients with major depressive disorder in the intervention group after 8 sessions of EMDR. Therefore, the above technique has demonstrated the ability to improve the quality of life in depressed patients. On the other hand, the results of this study in the control group showed that there was a statistically significant difference in the quality of life before and after the intervention; however, the mean difference in the intervention group was more than the control. Surprisingly, the mean scores of different domains of the quality of life in the control group had a significant increase. The mean difference in different domains of the quality of life in the control group was not significant compared to the intervention group. This slight increase in the quality of life in patients in the control group may be due to a number of reasons, including using antidepressants, and the patients' personal and spiritual beliefs.
By comparing the mean scores of the quality of life before and after the intervention between the two groups of intervention and control, we can confirm the efficacy of EMDR in improving the quality of life in patients in the intervention group. Therefore, the findings of this study confirmed that EMDR is effective in improving the quality of life in patients with major depressive disorder.
In a study by Kao et al (2018) , on the efficacy of EMDR on depression symptoms, quality of life, and heart rate variability in patients with heart failure, the results showed that EMDR improved depression symptoms and the quality of life in these patients, 23 which confirms and is consistent with the results of the present study. 23 Thus, EMDR can be employed as an effective and supportive technique to improve the quality of life in patients. Gauhar et al (2016) conducted a study on the efficacy of EMDR in the treatment of 26 depressed patients. The aim of this study was to determine whether EMDR can reduce depression symptoms and improve the quality of life in patients. The results showed that the depression symptoms and trauma were decreased in these patients and their quality of life was improved after EMDR. Consequently, EMDR can be considered an effective and supportive technique along with other techniques for depressed patients. In the mentioned study, the sample size was small and the results could not be generalized to the overall population. 20 The results of one review study in 2007 showed that the above technique improves the quality of life in patients with depressive disorder, and EMDR shows its efficacy after a 3-to 6-month followup, which is in line with the results of the present study. In another study by Raboni et al (2014) , the efficacy of EMDR was investigated on mood, anxiety, and sleep changes in patients with post-traumatic stress disorder. The results showed that EMDR improved sleep, quality of life, and reduced depression and anxiety symptoms in these patients, 24 which confirms its consistency with the results of the present study. Raboni et al (2006) conducted a study to investigate the efficacy of EMDR on PTSD symptoms including sleep disorders, depression, anxiety and the poor quality of life in Brazil. Seven patients were enrolled, including 2 men and 5 women, who completed high school. EMDR sessions were held once a week for 30 to 90 mins, and the average EMDR sessions were 5 sessions. In general, the results of this study showed that EMDR led to a reduction in depression, anxiety, fatigue, stress symptoms, and improved the quality of life, sleep quality, and general wellbeing, 25 which is consistent with the results of the present study. This technique reduces symptoms faster than other cognitive behavioral techniques and requires fewer sessions (3 to 6 sessions). Rapid improvement of patients' symptoms and return to their independent function is based on the information processing model, which states that feelings of helplessness and hopelessness are the result of unprocessed trauma memories, which contain perceptions experienced at the time of the accident. 26 On the other hand, the eye movements used in EMDR appear to rapidly activate the parasympathetic nervous system and reduce the physiological symptoms. 21 When adaptive reprocessing occure as a result of EMDR, traumatic events are desensitized and cognitively reconstructed in an adaptive manner. 27 
Conclusions
The results of this study showed that EMDR were effective on the quality of life in patients with major depressive disorder, and improved individuals' quality of life and all its domains. Treatment team members can employ this effective and supportive technique to improve the quality of life in patients.
One limitation of this study was that all patients used drug therapy that might have influenced the results of the study, which was not under the researcher's control. Another limitation was that we could not evaluate affective/trauma symptoms.
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